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ABSTRACT: This paper describes the CogLaborate system, a collaborative, tool-based environment for the ACT-R
cognitive modeling community. CogLaborate is based on BioBike, which supports collaboration between biologists
and computer scientists. This paper discusses how comparable benefits can be brought to cognitive modelers, and
presents the design of CogLaborate, its frame-based representation for models, and a proof of concept in the form of
an ACT-R module developed within the environment.

1. Introduction

Research on cognitive modeling has driven the for-
mation of active, thriving communities. With ACT-
R, for example, beyond the core group of researchers
at Carnegie Mellon University, we have annual work-
shops, a summer school to introduce new researchers
to the framework, a Web site, an active mailing list,
and any number of small interdisciplinary groups of
collaborators distributed throughout the world. The re-
sult has been a continuous stream of refinements and
extensions to ACT-R, both the theory and the software
architecture, as well as models, experiments, develop-
ment tools, and the like.

In important ways the ACT-R research commu-
nity is not uniqueas a community. Consider a
vision of online communities that dates back to
1968 [Licklider and Taylor, 1968]:

They will be communities not of common
location, but of common interest. In each
field, the overall community of interest will
be large enough to support a comprehensive
system of field-oriented programs and data.

A subfield of human-computer interaction, computer-

supported collaborative work (CSCW), has produced
a variety of concepts and tools based on this vision to
help support collaboration between people and to fos-
ter online communities. The research described in this
paper is an attempt to build a collaborative online en-
vironment for cognitive modelers, to explore the po-
tential benefits of a CSCW approach to the field. We
have developed a system called CogLaborate for this
purpose.

In contrast to related research on extending the scope
of modeling efforts beyond individual researchers and
small teams (e.g. [Gluck et al., 2007]), the focus of
CogLaborate is on model development rather than
model execution. CogLaborate currently runs in pro-
totype form on the Cyano server at the Carnegie In-
stitution of Washington in Washington DC and client
machines at the North Carolina State University. We
have built CogLaborate to support the following:

• Sharing of architecture extensions and running
models.Some extensions to ACT-R are more dif-
ficult to set up than others. In CogLaborate, such
extensions can be tested and uploaded by model-
ing researchers to a shared environment for others
to use immediately, saving repeated effort. Fur-
ther, in contrast to a static model repository or a
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conventional software configuration management
system, CogLaborate can maintain models in a
long-running Lisp environment, where they can
be ready to execute, paused in their execution, or
even executing in the long term.

• Sharing of software and hardware resources
to support the development and dissemina-
tion of models and modeling software. Al-
though CogLaborate does not approach the
model execution capabilities of other systems
(e.g. [Gluck et al., 2007]), it outmatches the per-
formance of our local machines, even given net-
work communication overhead.

• Support for model analysis tools.One impor-
tant aspect of the CogLaborate project is the
potential to support analysis of the structure
and content of models. CogLaborate translates
ACT-R models into a frame-based representa-
tion [Minsky, 1974], to support search and brows-
ing by modelers. This means that procedures for
analyzing models (currently under development)
need not parse ACT-R code directly; instead they
can rely on a slightly more abstract and uniformly
structured representation.

CogLaborate is a new system, and we have not yet
evaluated how and whether collaboration can benefit
cognitive modeling research. Even in its prototype
state, however, the promise of CogLaborate can be
seen in two ways. First, we believe that a frame-based
representation offers significant advantages for shar-
ing and analyzing models, in comparison with their
storage as modeling code. Second, we have exercised
CogLaborate by building a specialized ACT-R module
that relies on an existing extension to ACT-R (WN-
Lexical) [Emond, 2006] and a model to test the new
module. This experience exposed some of the proce-
dural difficulties in carrying out such a task as well
as the benefit that CogLaborate could provide the cog-
nitive modeling community. We believe that our proof
of concept—a new model running on an ACT-R exten-
sion that requires no more effort to install than logging
into a remote server—demonstrates the value of our
approach.

2. BioBike

CogLaborate is built on the Biobike platform. BioBike
is an instantiation of KnowOS [Travers et al., 2005], a
refinement of the concept of the operating system. Op-
erating systems provide useful abstractions for users

to work with the elements of a system. Files, for
example, abstract away the details of how data is
stored on hardware, and an OS provides functions
for creating, managing, and manipulating data using
this abstraction. The KnowOS vision extends this
analogy to the realm of knowledge. An implemen-
tation of the KnowOS consists of the following lay-
ers [Travers et al., 2005]:

• A knowledge base, in a frame representation.

• An extensible programming language with appro-
priate abstractions for users to work with the sys-
tem.

• A interface to the programming language and to
other KnowOS services.

BioBike (originally known as BioLingua) provides bi-
ologists with the ability to perform computational bi-
ology operations on large data sets using a simple lan-
guage [Massar et al., 2005]. BioBike ties a number of
knowledge bases together transparently, using frames
to represent organisms. As a KnowOS, it provides fea-
tures customized for molecular biologists. These in-
clude

• A common framework to access genomic,
metabolic, and experimental data.

• A general-purpose programming language (Lisp)
customized for transparent access to the underly-
ing knowledge bases.

• A highly interactive environment where code can
be evaluated and its results displayed immedi-
ately.

• A number of general-purpose tools that help in
analyzing interactions.

• A wiki through which scientists can collaborate
and announce results.

BioBike provides biologists, in principle, with an en-
vironment in which they interact with the computer
in the same terms as they would interact with their
peers; with a uniform framework for accessing knowl-
edge from a number of different knowledge bases;
and with a common work area where data and re-
sults can be shared and external tools can be inte-
grated. BioBike has been in place over a number
years and has demonstrated benefits to collaborating
teams of biologists and computer scientists during that
time [Massar et al., 2005].

From a CSCW perspective [Rodden, 1991], the type of
collaboration BioBike is designed to support is asyn-
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chronous (not requiring collaborators to interact in
real time) and geographically distributed (not requir-
ing collaborators to be co-located). The synchronous/
asynchronous and co-located/distributed distinctions
do not create hard boundaries between categories of
CSCW systems, but they do help us distinguish be-
tween message systems, conferencing systems, meet-
ing rooms systems, and co-authoring systems. Of
these categories, BioBike can be seen most naturally
as an example of the last.

Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of CogLab-
orate, implemented on the BioBike chassis. Users
interact through a Web-based application server with
ACT-R and its third party extensions. The translation
layer runs side by side with ACT-R, creating frame-
based representations of ACT-R models when they are
loaded and compiled; the user has access both to ACT-
R and to these representations. These components are
layered on top of a Lisp environment, which in turn
runs on the operating system of the servers. This orga-
nization is fleshed out in more detail in Section 4.

The ACT-R component in CogLaborate replaces
biology-specific functionality in BioBike; the modular
structure of BioBike made this feasible. CogLaborate
added only about 1,000 lines of new code to the exist-
ing code bases of ACT-R and BioBike.

3. Model representation

ACT-R models are essentially Lisp data structures.
One plausible representation of models in CogLabo-
rate is simply the Lisp code that defines models at the
top level. This approach has a few disadvantages, how-
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Figure 2: Frame representation for ACT-R models

ever. A direct representation exposes search, brows-
ing, and analysis tools to the syntax and structure of
models, in some cases requiring parsing at the tex-
tual level. (For example, forms such as=goal> and
+goal> are related—they access the goal buffer—
but they are not tokenized as such by the Lisp reader.)
Other software engineering issues arise as well in the
context of collaboration, such as the difficulty of man-
aging meta-data associated with models and knowl-
edge structures (e.g., for version control).

Instead, CogLaborate adopts a frame representa-
tion. Frames were introduced by Marvin Min-
sky [Minsky, 1974] in a seminal paper on knowledge
representation. Frames are structures that can repre-
sent objects, situations, and concepts. Frames are ar-
ranged in a parent-child hierarchical taxonomy, with
child frames representing specializations of their par-
ents [Karp, 1993]. A frame contains slots that define
the properties of the object being represented by the
frame. Slots can also represent relationships between
two frames.

CogLaborate provides translation between the Lisp
source code of models and a frame representation, in
both directions. Descriptions of the frames for rep-
resenting models are given below; their structure is
shown in Figure 2.
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• The model framerepresents an ACT-R model. It
consists of a code slot that holds all the code that
is required by the model, including code for ini-
tialization of the model, chunk definitions for the
model, and miscellaneous utility functions that
may be required by the model. It also has a slot
for productions.

• Production framescontain a conditions slot,
which defines the tests that are required for the
condition to fire, and an actions slot, which lists
all the actions that will be executed if that produc-
tion is fired.

• Test framescapture the buffer tests that are part
of conditions in a production. Each test frame
represents one such test. A test frame has a slot
to represent individual clauses within the test.

• Conditions framesrepresent an individual clause
consisting of a test field and a value field for com-
parison of a buffer slot and a value. The value
field can also hold variables, as is common in
ACT-R productions.

• Buffer actions frameshold actions that can mod-
ify, clear, or retrieve a chunk in a buffer.

• Action framesrepresent individual clauses for
modifications to a buffer.

• Computable Action framesspecify actions exe-
cuted by the ACT-R architecture that have side-
effects, such as printing information to the screen.

The AllegroServe Web Application server acts as a
front end for interaction with CogLaborate. When a
model is evaluated in CogLaborate, it is compiled by
ACT-R, running on the server. CogLaborate code is
plugged into the ACT-R compiler to allow access to
the internal data structures generated as the model is
parsed. This model representation is then converted
into frames as described above. The frame-based rep-
resentation thus exists side by side with the source
model code (as well as with the running model).

4. Using CogLaborate

Briefly, cognitive modelers using CogLaborate for
ACT-R development rely on a Lisp listener in a Web
browser, where code can be evaluated; a structured
representation for models in frames; and mechanisms
for sharing and examining models at different levels of
detail.

The user interacts with the CogLaborate sys-

tem through a Web interface. On logging in,
users are put into the ACT-R package. Models
are submitted through the Web interface in their
source code representation, with code wrapped in a
with-user-meta-process form. This macro
creates a new meta-process for each user and allows
models to be run without conflict with other users of
the system, who may be running their own models at
the same time. No other changes to model code are
required for use in CogLaborate.

Development on CogLaborate up to the present has
focused on basic functionality, which means that the
Web interface does not provide as rich an environment
as the graphical user interface to ACT-R. The work-
flow of using CogLaborate in its current state means
building and testing models and architecture exten-
sions locally before uploading the work to the server.
Even though it is possible to build models completely
from scratch in CogLaborate, a more efficient work-
flow for model development must await further work
on the front end.

Let’s consider a slightly more detailed scenario to il-
lustrate the use of the system. A user creates a model
and evaluates it in CogLaborate. This is done by en-
tering a model into the Lisp listener displayed in the
Web interface, as shown in Figure 3. The Lisp listener
has two text boxes. The larger text area is used to enter
complete models; the smaller text box to enter individ-
ual commands.

Once a model is entered into CogLaborate, it can be
accessed (via its name) by any other user of the system,
through a simple search. The model resulting from the
search is displayed in its frame representation. The
model can be navigated by active links corresponding
to the slots of the current frame, whether at the level of
models, productions, or lower in the frame hierarchy.
To see the source code of the model, users can click the
Frame→Listener link on the index page of the model.
The result is shown in Figure 4.

5. A proof of concept

To evaluate the capabilities of CogLaborate we built a
simple, medium-scale model. The point of this exer-
cise is twofold. First, it shows that the system is ca-
pable of supporting a non-trivial cognitive modeling
effort. Second, it demonstrates the level of maturity
of the system. This section discusses the problem de-
scription, the approach we took to solving the problem,
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Figure 3: A user creates and evaluates a model

and what we learned through the exercise.

In a crossword puzzle, words or phrases are positioned
in an interlocking grid, horizontally and vertically. The
words are to be guessed by a set of clues that define the
words or phrases. Our proof-of-concept problem is a
crossword puzzle where the clues and the solutions are
synonyms of each other.

This problem is appropriate for the following reasons:
it demonstrates that the system is ready to solve prac-
tical problems; it shows that the system can be used to
write and test an ACT-R module, with the environment
acting as a sandbox; finally, it places considerable de-
mands on the hardware of the computer, in terms of
memory and CPU.

The crosswords are generated by a newCrossword
module for ACT-R. This module relies on information
from the WNLexical module [Emond, 2006], which

enables ACT-R to make use of the WordNet lexical
database. WordNet is [Miller, 1995] “an online lexi-
cal database designed for use under program control.
English nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are orga-
nized into sets of synonyms [synsets], each represent-
ing a lexicalized concept. Semantic relations link the
synonym sets.”

Each clue is represented as a list that consists of the
starting co-ordinates of the word, the direction (across
or down), the clue string, a location to put in a solu-
tion, and the actual solution. These data structures are
manipulated by the crossword module, which trans-
lates clues into chunks. It can also set words in spe-
cific locations, verify that the crossword solution un-
der construction respects the constraints of the puzzle,
and return results from queries about the parameters of
a specific clue. The module maintains the current state
of the crossword solution, with some entries filled in
and others empty.
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Figure 4: A user displays the source of a model

When the model is run it defines three chunk types,
one for clues and two for maintenance of the state of
the crossword problem as it is being solved. The ba-
sic problem-solving strategy the model follows is to
check memory for clues that have not been added to
the puzzle representation. If one is found, it is used
to retrieve all the synsets of the clue word via the
wn-lexical buffer. (A single word may have more
than one synset.) For every synset found a chunk is
created with theimaginal buffer. If the word is not
found, this results in an error. For each synset chunk,
its corresponding words are tested against the con-
straints of the puzzle by the crossword module, which
also marks the clue as being solved. This process re-
peats until all the clues have been solved or have been
marked as being unsolvable.

This is not intended to be a cognitively plausible model
of crossword puzzle solving, but rather to exercise
CogLaborate. The model consists of sixteen produc-
tions with a total of about four hundred and sixty lines
of code, which can be fairly described as medium-
sized. The source for the model and a sample execu-
tion trace, as well as the Crossword module, are pub-
licly available but are not given here due to space lim-
itations [Cornel, 2009].

During the development of the Crossword module, a

difficulty arose when an older version of the WNLex-
ical was used; we were not aware that a newer ver-
sion was available that contained a bug fix we needed.
This caused us some wasted time. The conventional
lesson learned is that developers should consider such
possible sources of problems, but another possibility
is that dissemination of modules (along with models
and other software to support modeling) might be im-
proved with a centralized resource for modeling such
as CogLaborate.

6. Discussion

The concept of repositories for cognitive models is not
new, and there has been continuing interest in estab-
lishing such shared resources.1 Such resources can
have obvious benefits: improved access to computa-
tional capabilities, a stable and growing body of ex-
plicitly expressed knowledge about a domain, and so
forth. Our work on CogLaborate explores a new di-
mension of potential benefits for cognitive modeling
research: collaboration.

On creating a frame-based abstraction for ACT-R

1A panel at the Biologically Inspired Cognitive Architectures
symposium, at the 2009 AAAAI Fall Symposium Series, was de-
voted to this topic.
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models it quickly became clear that this representation
could be used to explore a number of other possibil-
ities beyond our original conception of CogLaborate.
As observed by Langley et al. [Langley et al., 2009],
an important issue facing cognitive modeling is sup-
port for software reuse. This project promotes reuse of
models in the sense that the representation allows for
models to be represented, analyzed, and distributed in
a more transparent fashion than in their current repre-
sentation as Lisp code. Today, it is impossible to deter-
mine the similarity between two ACT-R models except
through code inspection and ad hoc judgments. The
frame-based representation introduced in this research
makes more sophisticated analysis possible: compari-
son of the use of buffers across productions, for exam-
ple. Such analyses remain for future work.

It’s important to point the limitations of this approach,
which may not be obvious given the current proto-
type state of CogLaborate. The frame representa-
tion provides no significant level of abstraction over
the structure of an ACT-R model—there is a one-to-
one correspondence between ACT-R knowledge struc-
tures and frames. A critical question that remains
to be answered is whether meaningful commonality
and contrasts between models can be made at this de-
tailed level. For example, consider an ACT-R model
that solves a problem such as the Tower of Hanoi
(e.g. [Anderson and Douglass, 2001]). Such models
are sometimes described in terms of the problem-
solving strategies that they capture, but strategies can
be explicit, emergent, or somewhere in between. Anal-
ysis of the knowledge structures explicit in a model
may possibly give insight into higher-level cognitive
abstractions that are present, but there are no guar-
antees. It will be worthwhile for us to consider re-
cent research on high-level behavior representation
languages [Ritter et al., 2006], where issues of abstrac-
tion are considered explicitly.

Another interesting research direction is to investi-
gate software reuse as provided by object-oriented pro-
gramming environments. That is, we can develop fea-
tures such that models can inherit behavior from other
more general models. This way we should be able
identify general patterns that emerge from human cog-
nition. A third and obvious possibility is the investiga-
tion of user interfaces that allow cognitive scientists to
create models without having to learn Lisp; the issue
of cognitive modeling languages and ease of modeling
is a continuing concern in the field [Ritter et al., 2006].

Some of the core features of CogLaborate are par-

tially supported by other systems. For example, con-
ventional systems for source control provide some
of the same benefits as CogLaborate, as do model
repositories such as the ACT-R Web site (http://act-
r.psy.cmu.edu/models/), which even includes a few
Web-based simulations. We believe that CogLaborate
demonstrates new possibilities. The most interesting
for us are the following:

• CogLaborate can be used as a collaborative sand-
box for learning and exploration in modeling. Ac-
cess to a shared environment in which models and
even modeling processes can exist for long peri-
ods of time provides continuity and a persistent
context for the exchange of ideas. We expect this
to be most useful for remote collaborations.

• CogLaborate, with its frame representation of
models, supports the development of new tech-
niques for development, analysis, and compari-
son. Does my new model share structure with
any existing models already in the environment?
How different are two models for the same task,
developed for different versions of the ACT-R ar-
chitecture?

We are actively building on these ideas.
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